
This Eagles vs Giants game is exactly what the doctor ordered for a struggling Philadelphia team 

looking to find some stability. On a short week and in hostile territory, the Eagles were able to 

remind the world (and more importantly themselves) what they are capable of. The Eagles 

thrived on both sides of the ball and found success on both sides of the ball. Even with numerous 

injuries, every player who entered the contest stepped up and gave 100% in a spectacular 34-13 

victory over a struggling divisional foe. The Eagles now jump into first place in the division and 

will look to keep the ball moving. Let’s look at some key points from yesterday’s matchup and 

look towards the games ahead: 

1. Environment: The game time environment is composed of two things: weather and 

location; let’s delve into both. The weather was brutal. The rain drenched the field and 

was very evident in pregame warmups. The rain forced both teams to adjust their game 

plans and both teams adjusted suit these conditions. Rain effects the offense more than 

defense due to the nature of a slippery ball on throws and runs as massive defenders slam 

into you. The Eagles have the best fans in football and I truly believe that with no biases. 

Eagles fans travel so well and no matter what make noise for their team, although they 

aren’t always positive. The fans took over MetLife Stadium and even Eagles fans at 

home could hear E-A-G-L-E-S chants ringing out after defeated Giants fans trudged back 

to their cars. The Eagles owned every aspect of the game and dominated an atrocious 

Giants team. 

 

2. King Carson: Carson Wentz is doing it… again. Wentz put on another show Thursday 

completing 26/36 passes for 278 yards and 3 touchdowns. The Eagles missed the deep 

ball ability Wentz brings to the offense along with his mobility in the pocket. Wentz 

looked impressive especially early on his across the body on the run pass to Alshon 

Jeffery for a 13-yard touchdown strike. Wentz is a magician in the pocket and can avoid 

tackles and rush in a way that keeps the defense honest. His QBR of 95 and passer rating 

122.2 accurately reflect his sheer ability to power the offense. While he is a great athlete, 

he makes the team better simply by his attitude and his leadership. He brings out the best 

in every player and elevates the team to a new level. 

 

3. Alshon is back and better: Alshon Jeffery is a vital piece to an offensive passing attack 

that basically consisted of only Zach Ertz. Alshon finished the contest with an impressive 

74 yards and 2 touchdowns on 8 catches. Jeffery is clearly one of Wentz biggest weapons 

and was targeted a team high 12 times. He provides a deep threat as well as a strong 

presence over the middle. Jeffery is also a major leader and a presence the locker room 

greatly appreciates. He doesn’t care about anyone’s opinion stating boldly after the game, 

“I always just tell my teammates, Ain’t nobody f***ing with us.” Jeffery is a powerful 

presence on the team and a driving force in Thursday’s victory. 

 

4. Even more weapons for Wentz: So, after talking about how impactful Jeffery was, let’s 

examine the other weapons as well. Nelson Agholor had a great game, especially on deep 

balls, hauling in 91 yards on 3 catches (targeting 5 times). He proved to be a speedy 

threat and adds a major asset the team was missing when he couldn’t open the field deep 



earlier in the season. Zach Ertz, Carson’s major target so far, had a great game as well 

catching 7 passes for 43 yards and a touchdown. Ertz has been key so far this season 

catching passes over the middle and converting on key first downs. Imagine when the 

Eagles get Wallace back and get Goedert more involved. This offense has the potential to 

be scary.  

 

5. Can we run it- yes, we can: Every Eagles fan seemed to have a different opinion on the 

Eagles running situation. Anyone and everyone became a trade option for the Eagles 

including talks of McCoy, Bell, Johnson, and even guys like Coleman. The Eagles run 

game looked impressive. Clement found the endzone and rushed for 43 yards on 11 

carries. Smallwood rushed for 51 yards on 18 carries. The rushing game looked 

impressive and was a necessary distraction away from the passing game. The Eagles will 

need that balanced attack to help aid Carson. My running back situation opinion is this: 

keep status quo, unless a no-brainer deal occurs. If a Ajayi type trade surfaces, take it and 

run. The running back I favor the most is McCoy because of his past in Philadelphia and 

his ability to catch passes and run the ball. I’d love to see Shady again in an Eagles 

uniform, but for the right price. 

 

6. Dominant defense: The Eagles defense has struggled at times this season; however, they 

shined Thursday night. They held the Giants to 13 points and relatively held the Giants in 

check. The Eagles had 4 sacks and 13 hits on QB. The Eagles forced an early interception 

on a Hicks tipped pass and a Bennett strip of Manning helped keep pressure on the Giants 

offensive line all night. The only bright point the entire game was Saquon Barkley who I 

will address in his own point later. Beckham Jr. had little impact hauling in only 44 yards 

on 6 catches. The MVP of the game in my opinion is Darby. He had 4 pass deflections, 

almost half of the entire team’s total and played extremely well.  

 

7. Michael Bennett can’t sack anyone: Back to back weeks he has been penalized and I 

still fail to understand how that’s possible. I understand the league is moving to protect 

QB’s, which I am fine with, but some of these calls, especially these, just seem extreme. 

The league is just going to continue to be confused when calls like that are enforced. 

These calls have and will continue to affect games and I pray that one of these major calls 

doesn’t completely change another outcome of a game, especially a playoff game. 

 

8. Saquon, say gone: Saquon was probably the only Giant who showed up. Barkley rushed 

13 times for 130 yards and a touchdown and caught 9 passes for 99 yards. His longest run 

was a 50-yard scamper where he sliced through the Eagles defense and he ripped through 

almost every defender on his 55 yard reception. He helped propel an otherwise useless 

Giants offense and he looked very impressive. Even with a weak offensive line, Barkley 

still performed well and was the only piece of the puzzle that seemed to have any affect 

on the Eagles defense. 

 

 



 

9. A look ahead: I’m glad the Eagles had a good week, because the next up coming games 

are not easy by any stretch. The Eagles get a great Panthers team at home, then the 

Jaguars overseas, Cowboys at home, and then a road matchup in New Orleans to take on 

the Saints. The Eagles will have their hands full with the mobility of Newton along with 

the pass catching ability of Olsen, who is coming back. In addition, the Panthers have a 

great running back in McCaffrey and will be looking to keep on rolling against the 

Eagles. The Eagles need to get healthy and stay healthy because injuries are going to start 

piling up and having a major impact 
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